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Social Conflict and Control, Protest and
Repression (Great Britain and Ireland)

By Lois Bibbings

This article considers social conflict and protest within the United Kingdom during the First

World War and state efforts to exert control. This complex, under-explored topic gained

greater attention during the centenary years, although it was not at the forefront of official

commemorations. The article brings together and develops existing scholarship, offering new

information, connections, insights and painting a more expansive picture. It focuses on one

form of dissention, war resistance, by examining the case study of conscientious objection to

military service. This analysis is set in the wider context of conflict, protest and control in the

early 20th century.
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Social conflict was both varied and ubiquitous in the UK during the First World War and an array of

strategies and approaches were adopted in order to attempt to maintain control.[1] Adopting a

distinctively legal-historical perspective, this article focuses upon war resistance as one of the key

forms of dissention which the state sought to manage. In doing so, it deploys a broad sense of “war

resistance.” This means considering those who were for different reasons against the war from the

outset as well as those who developed various kinds and degrees of anti-war sentiments during its

course. However, it does not go quite so far as to include all individual acts of selfishness and self-

preservation as war resistance, although the latter do briefly figure here as indications of a lack of

unity of purpose and support for the conflict.[2]

Limiting the focus to this broadly defined notion of war resistance still entails examining a

complicated subject. There were very different motivations for resisting. Resistance took various

forms and could be individual and/or collective. There were local pockets of rebellion and national

networks of resistance, some of which had links beyond the UK. Consequently, in order to explore

the topic, this article utilises a case study of conscientious objection to military service, with

conscientious objection cast as being part of a bigger picture encompassing a range of war

resistances and of “communities of resistance.”[3] This focus on objection, however, means that

there is less consideration of the Irish context, as conscription was not applied to the then-united

island.[4]

Even restricting the heart of the analysis to conscientious objection and focusing on Britain means

exploring a far from straightforward topic. This cluster of dissension involved men who, for the most

part, when conscripted into the military, in various ways and to different degrees refused to

cooperate. They did so for political, moral and/or religious reasons, with many adopting positions

which were far from being pacifist, and they came from all walks of life. Numbering around 20,000,

conscientious objectors (COs), the group included men who, for example, identified as Quakers,

anarchists, spiritualists, atheists, Jews, Plymouth Brethren, humanitarians, Anglicans, Tolstoyans,

Jehovah’s Witnesses, Peculiar People and socialists.[5] This, therefore, was by no means a

coherent group of men, making generalisations difficult and any suggestion of a single united

resistance movement inaccurate. However, at the same time, neither were these entirely separate

individuals who took their decisions about their stances and conduct without consultation,

collaboration and support.

In terms of examining state reactions to war resisters and, in particular, to COs, the approach

adopted in this article entails a broadening out in order to look at different kinds of control beyond the

obvious recourse to repression. This means considering favourable treatment which might

sometimes serve as a form of control. For instance, in the context of conscientious objection state

efforts to manage the problem included producing propaganda (aided by the pro-war press and

Church of England), using surveillance, repression and punishment, as well as more subtle means,

such as offering recognition and exemption, the granting of concessions in order to quiet tensions
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and seeking to influence public opinion by means of policy shifts. In this context, ensuring that COs

were held in low regard (or not in too high regard) and that their perspectives were rejected was of

crucial importance. In addition, avoiding treating the men too harshly, lest sympathy or support be

aroused for them and their position, could be an important consideration. However, it was also

sometimes feared that treating them too leniently might encourage other men to follow their course,

thereby risking undermining conscription and, as a result, the war effort.[6]

In order to contextualise the analysis of war resistance and specifically conscientious objection,

other early 20th century instances of social conflict and state attempts to maintain control are briefly

highlighted here. Unrest and rebellion were much in evidence within the UK prior to the war. Internal

instability was to continue and be amplified during the conflict, with new forms of tension emerging.

Moreover, social conflict did not cease with the armistice, nor with the peace treaties which formally

ended the conflict. So, an important contribution of this article is to highlight a sense of continuity

here, suggesting an unstable setting. In response the state continually attempted to rein in dissention

and prevent rebellion using a range of strategies and techniques. The war period, however, meant

that additional and more oppressive measures of control could be deployed; threats to the war effort

supposedly had to be dealt with for the good of the country. After the war some of these powers and

methods ended. However, some did not. For example, the modern secret state grew and developed

considerably during the war as did its activities. Afterwards its work continued.[7]

In closing, additionally the article suggests that, in order to further develop understandings of wartime

dissent and control in the context of the UK, it is important to look not only at a broad concept of war

resistance and a longer and continuing history of dissent and dissent management within the UK but

also to consider social conflict and state efforts at control which took place beyond the geographical

boundaries of the UK.

The years leading up to the First World War were a time of instability within the UK. For example, the

fight for the vote for women was becoming increasingly burdensome for the state, with an escalation

in militancy by suffragettes, including arson and other forms of criminal damage as well as hunger-

strikes in the nation’s prisons.[8] The state responses included the violence meted out by police on

Black Friday.[9] In addition, the torture of force-feeding was carried out by prison staff and doctors.

But harsh treatment risked arousing public sympathies and making martyrs of the women.

Consequently, as a result of concerns about force-feeding, a new measure, the so-called “Cat and

Mouse Act” (Prisoners (Temporary Discharge for Ill-Health) Act 1913), allowed for the temporary

release of hunger strikers until they were sufficiently recovered to continue serving their

sentences.[10]

There was also labour unrest and strike action in the pre-war years, along with attempts to quash
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dissent and manage the situation.[11] For example, in Liverpool a general transport strike involved

attacks by the police and military and ended in the death of two men. Here, alongside violence, the

use of propaganda was key, with the crowd portrayed by officialdom as criminal types and in racially

derogatory terms as Irish.[12]

As to Ireland, the situation had long been complex and unstable, with the issue of Home Rule taking

centre stage. In the spring of 1914, proposed British military involvement in the situation provoked

rebellion within the British Army. Tensions were to some degree pacified but remained and it was

clear that the Government could not rely on the army to enforce the law when it came to Home

Rule.[13]

Not everyone supported the decision to go to war in August 1914.[14] Notable amongst opponents

were some socialists, including the Independent Labour Party, and elements of organised labour. For

example, the Labour Leader’s front page of 6 August 1914 was dominated by a large panel declaring

“Down with the War!” Other organisations in different ways challenged the conflict. Amongst them

was the Fellowship of Reconciliation, which had its basis in Christian pacifism, and the Union of

Democratic Control, which included Liberal opponents of the war. Both were founded in the aftermath

of the August 1914 declaration.[15]

The female suffrage movement was split over the war, with some campaigners like Emmeline

Pethick-Lawrence (1867-1954) and Sylvia Pankhurst (1882-1960) opposing the conflict. Indeed,

women’s efforts for peace throughout the war were considerable, including international and local

activism.[16] For instance, in spring 1915 a Women’s Peace Congress took place in The Hague, with

delegates from the UK including Pethick-Lawrence seeking a negotiated peace.[17] From 1916, the

Women’s Peace Crusade sought to bring about a similar goal by influencing opinion at home.[18]

Pre-existing tensions by no means vanished with the declaration of war and as the fighting persisted

there was more evidence of division within the UK. These included continuing instances of industrial

unrest. In some cases this dissention amongst workers also demonstrated that there were those

who were very much against what was seen as a conflict bred of imperialism and capitalism, in

which workers were called upon to fight against fellow workers. One hive of protest centred upon

“Red” Clydeside in Glasgow, Scotland, where the activities included the Clyde Workers’ Committee

campaigning against the Government, fighting the Munitions of War Acts 1915-17 (and, amongst

other things, the industrial conscription which they imposed) and seeking the nationalisation of the

munitions industry.[19]

As the war continued, events in Russia caused some excitement, with some advocating revolution

in the UK. Thus, in May 1917 the Labour Leader encouraged its readership to ‘FOLLOW

War Resistance and Continuing Instability
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RUSSIA’.[20] Others from the left also welcomed events, with large numbers attending a

demonstration in support of the revolution at the Assembly Hall, Mile End Road, London on 24 March

1917 and another meeting the following day at Camperdown House, Whitechurch, London, for

example.[21]

In Ireland, although the situation remained precarious, with Home Rule a lurking issue, support for

the war and volunteers for the military came from all sections of the community, albeit from different

motivations.[22] However, there was anti-war feeling from some Nationalists and views shifted over

the course of the conflict. In particular, there were attempts to gain German assurances and

assistance[23] along with the Easter Rising of 1916[24] and, as shown below, there was a crisis

occasioned by the possible extension of conscription to Ireland in 1918.

Added to the instances of war resistance and instability noted above, there was also evidence of a

lack of enthusiasm for the war and of “war weariness.”[25] There were people who exploited the

situation for their own benefit and men who failed to assist the war effort by voluntarily joining up –

indeed, most of the men who joined the military during the war were conscripts so had no choice

about the matter.[26] When conscription came there were non-CO men who sought to avoid military

service. Some of those seeking to avoid the military paid unfit men to impersonate them at their

army medical examination or purchased a certificate of exemption.[27]

In terms of soldiers, there was evidence of war resistance, avoidance and reluctance. There were

men who failed to report or went absent without leave on the home front - and there were those who

deserted when at the front, risking severe punishment, including the possibility of execution. Tens of

thousands of men acted in these ways and the missing were sought by the authorities. In Britain lists

of wanted soldiers were published in the Police Gazette, demonstrating the scale of the problem.[28]

There were other means of resistance or avoidance for a soldier – he might feign illness or acquire

an injury, for instance.[29] And there was the “live and let live” approach, whereby men deliberately

avoided harming others by refusing to fire or aiming away from the enemy.[30] In addition, there were

also protests and mutinies. Indeed, protests about conditions were common from the very start of

the war.[31]

War resistance, dissention and war weariness were met with a range of responses. Individuals and

organisations which opposed the war, whose activities were thought to threaten the war effort or who

were suspected of plotting revolution were put under surveillance and groups were infiltrated by

agents of the state who sometimes acted as agents-provocateur. There was censorship, mail was

intercepted and some were prosecuted for overstepping the strict limitations imposed by wartime

regulations.[32] For example, in August 1915 Alphonso Samms (1887-1960), who told a wounded

Canadian that this was “a capitalists’ war” and that “the workers would be as well under German

rule”, was convicted of three offences under the Defence of the Realm Acts (DORA) and sentenced

to imprisonment.[33]
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Responses to strikes were variable, with concessions sometimes being offered instead of

repression and punishment. In Wales, for example, the need to maintain both order and production

meant that David Lloyd George (1863-1945) intervened in a coal strike in 1915, preventing further

disruption by seeking to meet miners’ demands.[34]

Propaganda, along with the pro-war newspapers, often ridiculed, denigrated and castigated those

who failed to fully back the war. Thus, women’s peace efforts were met with derision from those who

supported the war. The pro-war press, for example, mocked the “Peacettes” who sought to travel to

The Hague Congress, depicting them as masculine and spinster-esque and unable to secure a man,

echoing the gendered portrayals utilised by anti-suffrage campaigners before the war.[35]

In relation to Ireland the Nationalist attempt to gain German support resulted in Sir Roger Casement’s

(1864-1916) trial and conviction for treason. He was sentenced to death, with the Home Secretary of

the day taking the political decision not to conditionally pardon him because his execution was judged

to be the wiser course politically.[36] The Easter Rising was met with violence, arrests, trials,

executions and reprisals by British troops including extra-judicial killings.[37]

The response to military indiscipline and protest was sometimes to compromise and seek to

address complaints in order to calm the situation but on other occasions it was harsh in the extreme.

In 1914, for instance, to avoid the negative publicity about conditions in camps around Britain, the

military tried to improve things and in some cases sent men home until problems could be

resolved.[38] Other soldiers faced the full severity of military punishment, meaning informal penalties,

field punishments, military detention and execution. Around 300 men were shot following court

martial for military offences. However, most executions were not carried out as over 3,000 men

received capital sentences.[39] It seems that the military feared the consequences of appearing too

severe but nevertheless sometimes felt that the ultimate penalty should be carried out “for the sake

of example”.[40]

Whilst the different sentiments and actions cited above might not all be seen as “war resistance”,

they are usefully viewed alongside overt forms of dissention as they begin to, at the very least,

suggest a more complex picture of attitudes and behaviours during the war than is often portrayed. It

is in this context that those who refused military compulsion should be considered.

Opposition to conscription was evident from the start of the war, with fears that the unsuccessful pre-

war efforts of the National Service League to get military compulsion onto the statute books might

now have more traction.[41] In November 1914 Archibald Fenner Brockway (1888-1988), the editor of

the Independent Labour Party’s Labour Leader and a future CO, called for men of enlistment age to

join an anti-conscription organisation[42] and soon the No-Conscription Fellowship (N-CF) was

The Coming of Conscription
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founded. The N-CF’s headquarters were in London, with branches across the country, all of which

produced propaganda. Full membership was only available to men of military age but there was also

a shadow organisation of associate members who could take over operations should key figures be

seized by the authorities. As the latter suggests, the N-CF was to become a sophisticated

organisation. As an umbrella group it brought together objectors and supporters from a range of

political, religious and moral perspectives and it worked, in particular, with the Fellowship of

Reconciliation and the Quakers. At first its focus was on opposing conscription but subsequently it

supported COs.[43]

Despite early concerns about conscription, however, in 1914 it was unlikely to be introduced. The

National Service League’s efforts had failed because compulsion was unpopular and unfamiliar, as

by this time the country had a well-established history of volunteerism, whereby a professional

military was supplemented by men who stepped forward to serve temporarily when needed. Indeed,

for some volunteerism had come to be seen as a part of the national identity.[44]

The voluntary system was also initially successful in providing vast numbers of males from Britain

and Ireland, with men’s motivations including support for the war, patriotism, a thirst for adventure or

economic necessity. However, these numbers were not maintained to the extent deemed necessary

to sustain fighting and replace those killed or injured. Consequently, concerns developed regarding fit

and able young men who were holding back. There were also worries about who was coming

forward, as men in essential industries could be of more use at home. In this context, arguments in

favour of conscription gradually gained strength.[45]

On 15 August 1915 a form of census, the National Register, was taken in Britain (it was

“differentially” applied to Ireland, where relevant information was collected by the authorities).[46] It

sought to catalogue all individuals aged fifteen to sixty-five who were not in the navy, army or

territorial forces. The Register was seen by many as a precursor to conscription – it recorded what

young men were doing, suggested who might be sent to the forces and provided information about

the possibility of a (older male and female) workforce who could take their place.

Whilst the N-CF stance on the National Register was that members should fill out the form but add a

statement as to conscientious objection, some men and women refused to supply their details.[47]

These included those whose objection was to military compulsion, meaning that some of the first

conscription-related COs were women. Moreover, registration was a legal obligation,[48] so those

who failed to comply found themselves in court, were fined and some were imprisoned.[49]

The results of the Register were indeed utilised to argue for conscription but first a less dramatic

recruitment strategy was tried as compulsion was still considered too divisive.[50] The Group

System or “Derby Scheme” began in Britain (but was not used in Ireland, where voluntary recruiting

efforts continued) in October 1915. It encouraged men aged eighteen to forty to attest their

willingness to fight should they be needed, with a payment of 2s. 9d. for their efforts and the promise
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that single men would be called first. More men did come forward, some no doubt hoping that they

could pocket the money but would never be called – a few signed up more than once.[51] By

December 1915, however, the results of the Scheme and the Register were used to demonstrate

that large numbers of men had still not come forward.[52]

The coalition Cabinet was soon discussing drafts of a Military Service Bill. Despite resistance to the

measure, as a result of persuasion, amendment and compromise, only the Liberal Home Secretary

Sir John Allsebrook Simon (1873-1954) resigned.[53] In Parliament there were other Liberals,

including Union of Democratic Control men, along with some Socialists and Quakers, who did not

support the measure, but the vast majority of Members of Parliament (MPs) did. It passed in late

January 1916 and on 2 March 1916 compulsion began. On 9 April 1916 a demonstration organised

by the Women’s Suffrage Federation to be addressed by Sylvia Pankhurst was planned in Trafalgar

Square, London in protest against, amongst other things, DORA restriction and conscription. The

event, however, was disrupted by pro-war opponents, with the police providing protection for those,

including Pankhurst, who were due to speak.[54]

Large-scale demonstrations against conscription were to continue until the use of military

compulsion ended. For example, the town of Merthyr Tydfil in Wales was considered a centre for

anti-war feeling, with opposition to conscription frequently evident at meetings. Indeed, the word

“Merthyrism” was invented by The Times newspaper to describe the context. There were concerns

about the stability of the area, leading intelligence officers to be deployed in order to monitor and

report back on the situation.[55]

The January 1916 Act was the first of a series of Military Service Acts. It applied to England, Wales

and Scotland but not Ireland. Amongst the reasons for this territorial limitation was the sense that

Ireland had provided a good number of recruits, that conscription was too divisive a measure to

introduce there and that the Home Rule issue made matters especially sensitive. In Parliament, the

fact that the Derby Scheme had not been employed in Ireland was used as a reason to avoid what

was feared to be the impact of conscripting the Irish – volunteerism had not been fully tested beyond

Britain, so it was to Britain alone that compulsion should apply.[56] The situation in Ireland was,

however, being monitored and attempts had been made to boost recruitment in late 1915 in parallel

with the Derby Scheme. Viceroy of Ireland, Lord Wimborne Ivor Churchill Guest (1873-1939)

formally reported on the Irish situation in late January 1916, after the first Military Service Act had

been passed and prior to the Easter Rising, painting a relatively positive picture.[57]

The first Act provided that all male British subjects aged eighteen to forty who were ordinarily

resident in Britain and either single or childless widowers were deemed to have enlisted (meaning

they were soldiers) and were transferred to the reserve to await their call-up.[58] When directed they

would report, be medically assessed and accepted or rejected for service. The Act contained

exceptions for men who, for example, were ministers of religion. There was also the possibility of a

man applying to a Military Service Tribunal for exemption on grounds of his work being of national
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importance, that serious domestic, business or financial hardship would be caused by his call-up or

because of his ill-health or infirmity.[59] The compromises which allowed the Act to be passed,

however, meant that this apparently universalist measure included a ground for exemption which

some feared might undo it entirely;[60] a man could claim “a conscientious objection to combatant

service”.[61] The latter phrase was misleading, suggesting that only bearing arms and fighting could

be objected to. There was also some ambiguity in the statute as regards the types of exemption

available to COs.[62] Nevertheless, in theory, as a result of a political compromise reached in order

to get conscription on the statute books, instead of being repressed, objectors were being

recognised. If part of the thinking behind this was that recognition would solve the matter, thereby

getting rid of one possible pocket of dissent, it was soon to become clear that the matter was by no

means settled.

If accepted, a CO applicant could be granted partial exemption (meaning a non-combatant military

role) or conditional exemption (entailing approved work of national importance). In addition, subject to

interpretation of the Act, in theory he could receive absolute exemption (he continued in his civilian

life).[63] If an application was rejected by the first tier local tribunal or if a man rejected their decision

he could appeal, first to an appeal tribunal and then, with the latter’s permission, to the Central

Tribunal. There was also the possibility of challenging a tribunal in the courts by way of a judicial

review.[64]

Each of the subsequent Military Service Acts amended the primary measure. For example, in late

May 1916 a second Act extended the application of conscription to all ordinarily resident British men

within the relevant age band and included a clarification which stated that absolute exemption was

available in conscience cases.[65] The final Act in 1918 was something of a desperate measure,

including emergency powers. It raised the upper age to fifty and allowed for it to be extended to fifty-

five. It provided that certificates of exemption could be withdrawn unless they were on ill-health or

conscience grounds. Also, it permitted the extension of conscription to Ireland should this be deemed

necessary.[66] This latter issue prompted protests and a “conscription crisis” which considerably

heightened tensions and lessened Irish support for the war.[67] Conscription, however, was never to

be applied to Ireland. For the rest of Britain, recruiting under the Acts continued until, following the

armistice, it was suspended. The Military Service Acts were eventually repealed in 1927.[68]

Initially the local tribunals were snowed under, with around 750,000 men applying for exemption in

the first six months,[69] meaning a large proportion of theoretically available males tried to avoid or at

least delay military service. Of these, however, very few were conscience cases; estimates based

on surviving records suggest that this category amounted to only 6.5 percent.[70]

Conscientious Objectors
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What then of the tribunals? They were supposed to be acting as courts of justice but often failed to

live up to such standards in relation to COs.[71] The latter faced continuing difficulties as a result of

the confusing wording of the primary Act as, despite the clarification added later, tribunal members in

all tiers remained reluctant to accept that objectors could be granted absolute exemption.[72] Lack of

knowledge and experience, combined with a lack of understanding of objection and a prejudice

towards a stance which was often seen as unpatriotic and unmanly,[73] meant that members could

be ignorant of or refuse to accept the law. Applicants were sometimes berated for their claims, called

cowards and shirkers, and swiftly dismissed.[74]

The tribunals’ treatment of COs resulted in concerns being raised by those who, like MP Philip

Snowden (1864-1937),[75] supported them but also by others, including lawyers. The Solicitors’

Journal stated that:

[s]o far as we can judge, many members of local tribunals decline to recognise that
there can be any conscientious objection to participation in warfare, and they have

attempted to browbeat applicants in the style of the seventeenth century. They forget
that conscientious objection is, neither in fact nor under the statute, dependent on

religious belief; and that the existence of conscientious objectors has to be accepted
without cavilling.[76]

Consequently, the appearance was sometimes that the tribunals took it upon themselves to police

men who claimed to be COs by refusing to recognise or only partially recognise them.

Some CO applicants left the tribunal system with a level of exemption they accepted, taking a role in

the Royal Army Medical Corps, the Non-Combatant Corps or civilian work of national importance. A

few were absolutely exempted. Those men who ended up with no exemption or who rejected the

form granted would be liable to serve. If they resisted, they would be arrested, tried in a police court

and handed over to the military. Some such men would not cooperate in any way.

In the early days of conscription disobedience in the army could be met with severe treatment,

including beatings, forced drilling and the use of a punishment pit,[77] as well as court martial and

military detention. Thirty-five COs were taken to France and sentenced to death for their

disobedience, although this was commuted to ten years penal servitude; a message had been

secretly sent back to Britain and their plight raised in the House of Commons.[78] In fact, it seems

that no men who claimed to be conscientious objectors were executed during the war. However,

over 120 objectors have been estimated to have lost their lives during or after the war because of

their experiences.[79]

Objectors were not long to remain under military control; they were unhelpful to discipline and

wasteful of resources. Their harsh treatment also raised public sympathies, something that was to

be a recurrent concern for the state in its shifting policy decisions relating to the management of

COs. The decision was taken that men who refused to accept military authority and claimed
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conscience at their court martial would serve their sentences in civilian prisons.[80] Sentence

concluded, they were still soldiers, so were handed back to the military, where, if they continued to

refuse orders they would be court-martialled, sentenced and transferred to prison. Around 1,400

“absolutists” spent their war in this loop.[81]

The prison system still had many of the characteristics of the Victorian age and the COs’ sentence

of hard labour meant an initial period of heightened deprivation (a wooden plank to sleep on, work to

be undertaken alone in his cell, no letters or visits). If a man was obedient, some restrictions would

gradually be slightly relaxed (the provision of a mattress, work undertaken with fellow prisoners,

some communication with the outside world). However, the hated silence rule, tended to be applied

determinedly to CO prisoners, meant no conversation.[82] Whilst there were those who felt that

absolutists, in particular, should be (seen to be) punished for their stance, as the war progressed,

following concerns about conditions and treatment and, again, worries about arousing popular

sympathy for objectors, concessions were made and the harsh prison rules were relaxed.[83]

Not all COs reacted passively to their punishment. Indeed, there were instances of resistance and

revolt within prisons. Men communicated by tapping out a code on pipes running between cells and

they produced secret newspapers. Some went on hunger strike.[84] Punishment for disobedience

could be solitary confinement and a severely restricted diet. The treatment of hunger-striking COs

mirrored that of suffragettes, with strikers initially force-fed but then temporarily released as a result

of concerns about the impact their suffering and any deaths might have upon both their fellows and

the public.[85] In Wandsworth Prison there was open rebellion against the system. The response

included offering concessions and imposing punishment as well as the instalment of a new Acting

Governor who unsuccessfully attempted to tame the COs by means of an intensely repressive

regime.[86]

Whilst absolutist COs remained in this army › court martial › prison loop, some took the opportunity

to leave prison resulting from another policy change prompted by concerns about public sympathy

for COs. The Central Tribunal would re-examine court-martialled COs in prison and offer those they

felt to be genuine (they were directed to lower assessment standards as far as genuineness was

concerned) and willing to take it a place on a Home Office Scheme. As a result, around 5,000 COs

were sent to work around Britain, including at the “deprisoned” Dartmoor Prison which became a

COs’ labour camp.[87]

There were COs who took other paths. Some volunteered for civilian relief or assistance work, like

the Friends Ambulance Unit. Men undertaking such work could be granted exemption from

conscription.[88] There were also objectors who, before their call-up papers arrived, following a

tribunal decision, while awaiting their arrest or at some point when the authorities’ hold over them

lessened, went on the run. Touring the countryside, they camped or stayed in safe-houses run by an

underground network of supporters. Some objectors evaded capture, with a few making it to Ireland
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where there were attempts to retrieve them and others ending up in the US (some of these secret

places and routes already existed, having been created to assist suffragettes or Irish

Nationalists).[89] In addition, there were COs who travelled in a different direction, although this route

seems to have only been possible for officers. One or two soldiers managed to claim conscience

and leave the military, although the army tried to direct attention away from such cases.[90]

What then of those who supported COs? The N-CF’s membership and supporters were monitored

and there were attempts to undermine the organisation or at least hamper its operations, including

searches of premises and efforts to seize the printing press on which its organ, The Tribunal, along

with other propaganda, was produced.[91] There were prosecutions of members under DORA for

what were perceived as activities prejudicial to the country’s interests and, more particularly, the war

effort.[92] Notwithstanding all this, the Fellowship managed to continue its activities throughout the

war.

Agents-provocateurs were also used against anti-conscriptionists, most notably in the case of Alice

Ann Wheeldon (1866-1919), whose conviction in 1917 for conspiracy to murder the Prime Minister is

currently being reviewed.[93] In addition, the pro-war press took every effort to encourage the ridicule,

suspicion and hatred of objectors.[94]

After the armistice there was the issue of when COs should be allowed to return to their lives.

Unsurprisingly, they were not prioritised and delays led to protests in prisons. For example, Evan

Charles Meredith (1895-1973) led a 1919 hunger-strike in Carmarthen Prison and the twenty CO

prisoners being held there were temporarily released. They then seem to have been forgotten,

perhaps on purpose, as they were not recalled.[95] Gradually COs were let go, with most absolutists

leaving prison in April 1919.[96] Bringing up the rear, the last were discharged from the Non-

Combatant Corps in 1920.[97]

As a final punishment, the Representation of the People Act 1918 (which granted some women the

vote for the first time) disenfranchised COs who had not assisted the war effort.[98] The measure

was, however, not fully implemented.[99] Moreover, some COs who technically could not vote were

soon elected. N-CF founder, DORA offender and absolutist Walter Henry Ayles (1879-1953) was re-

elected to Bristol Council in 1919 and was one of fifteen COs who became MPs in 1923.[100] Former

COs could suffer because of their stance though. Absolutist Alfred Ernest James (ca. 1878-1959),

an atheist and a socialist, felt that his family endured hardship and Eric Alwyn Crompton (1892-

1991), a political objector who worked at Dartmoor Camp, found it difficult to obtain employment.[101]

Conscientious Objectors after the Armistice

Aftermath
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As to the nation’s stability, social conflict and protest continued and was a concern for the authorities

after the armistice. Indeed, the need to transition to a post-war society added a new uncertainty and

potential volatility to an already unstable situation. Consequently, maintaining control by some means

remained a high priority. For example, the decision to grant the vote to some women meant that any

resurgence of suffragette militancy was avoided.[102] At the same time, divisions in and over Ireland

continued, leading to bloody conflict, partition and more conflict.[103]

Worker unrest was another issue for the authorities, with worries about Russian influence continuing.

1919, in particular, was a year of unrest of various sorts and has been referred to as “Britain’s Year

of Revolution.”[104] Indeed, even the police went on strike – in 1918 (when the issues were swiftly

settled) and again in 1919 (when the introduction of higher wages, increased benefits and an

additional payment of ten pounds defeated the protest). In addition, the responses included the

removal of strikers and the stopping of attempts at unionisation.[105]

A significant problem was also posed by men who had joined the military for the period of the war.

They needed to be demobilised and this process caused considerable unrest. After the truce of

November 1918 there were mutinies and strikes within the military around the UK, with complaints

about delays to demobilisation, conditions, work and pay key issues. Soldiers refused to obey

orders, turned up at local headquarters or the town hall, with some heading for the War Office in

London to make their demands known. Significantly, the authority’s response was to make

concessions; executions on UK soil were less likely to be borne by the populous and fears of the

possibility of revolution meant that some form of compromise was needed to in order to pacify men

who were armed, who in many cases were very used to using those arms and who had been

brutalised by the horrors of their wartime experiences.[106]

Managing different forms of social conflict and protest in the UK was a key concern for the state in

the early years of the 20th century. During the war forms of dissention and resistance expanded to

include war resistance, including conscientious objection. At the same time, some of the underlying

tensions which pre-existed the conflict continued for its duration, in some cases combining with war

resistance, and were still in existence after it ended. State responses to individuals and groups who

posed a challenge to the authorities were not just a matter of exerting control by repression as

managing the situation could involve other means of policing dissent. So, alongside prosecution,

surveillance and punishment there were, for example, concessions and attempts to shape attitudes

towards rebels. These techniques evolved during the war and continued after its end.

Neither social conflict nor efforts to manage dissention in the early 20th century were confined to the

UK though. Consequently, in order to understand the war resistance of which COs formed a part, a

still wider view should be taken. For example, in terms of the war period this should encompass the

Conclusion
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military strikes, mutinies, protests, refusals and lack of war enthusiasm by the soldiers and labourers

who “fought” for the UK whether they occurred inside or outside the UK’s boundaries. In addition to

the fleeting references to such activities in the text above, this should include consideration of the

mutiny at the Etaples training camp in France, for instance, which has become (inaccurately)

infamous in popular culture[107] and of the case of the British West Indies Regiment’s 1918 mutiny in

Taranto, Italy. In the latter instance, having patriotically volunteered for service these men were

treated appallingly, given the most filthy and hazardous jobs and were discriminated against in terms

of pay. In the end they had had enough and rebelled. As a result, around sixty men were tried for

mutiny and sentenced to terms of incarceration. One was executed. The remaining men were

distributed to other battalions.[108]

The broader perspectives adopted to understand war resistance explored and suggested here depict

a starkly different view both of the UK in the early 20th century and of the war than is usually

presented. Moreover, the stories told reveal complex, under-explored material which attracted barely

any attention during the centenary of the conflict.[109] These stories are, however, crucial to any

understanding of the period and serve to complicate and challenge more well-trodden narratives.

Lois Bibbings, University of Bristol
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